Using In-Video Ads to Amplify TV Spot Campaigns
As the third-largest advertiser in U.S. Hispanic media, T-Mobile already had audience reach and a highly
successful spot TV campaign. But the wireless provider wanted to innovate and further enhance the power
of its advertising to capture its target audience. It turned to Mirriad to achieve double-digit success.

The Challenge
T-Mobile wanted to make the most of its TV ad
spend to engage Hispanic adults 18 to 49 while
driving brand consideration. Other critical goals
included improving ad awareness and brand
favorability while amplifying its existing TV
spot campaign.

The Solution
Mirriad worked with T-Mobile to complement its
spot campaign in Univision’s popular prime-time
Spanish crime drama, “La Piloto II.” Mirriad
technology successfully delivered T-Mobile’s brand
message at scale across 10 episodes with 21
embedded ad units, reinforcing the T-Mobile spot
that ran before each episode. The assets were
inserted into the most contextually relevant scenes
to capture viewer attention.

The T-Mobile/Mirriad campaign generated
double-digit lift in key metrics:
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Mirriad ad units were inserted naturally,
such as on building facades and parking lot signs,
to draw attention without detracting from
the programming.

The Results
Overall, T-Mobile’s campaign with Mirriad drove
exceptional results, achieving double-digit
increases in awareness, brand favorability and
consideration for the wireless provider.
T-Mobile saw significant lift when Mirriad ad
units ran in episodes with the TV spot campaign,
delivering compelling increases in awareness,
brand favorability and consideration. Mirriad drove
substantial increases over the TV spot activity,
which itself far exceeded research company
Millward Brown’s telecom category norms.
Awareness, brand favorability and consideration
more than doubled.

Awareness, brand favorability and consideration all
showed significant increases with more exposures.
In fact, exposure of more than seven units generated
a 22 percentage-point lift for consideration—
an exceptional result in an already strong category.
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Consumers loved the format. A considerable
majority said the creative was innovative and fit
naturally within the program. This led to increased
appeal for T-Mobile and drove interest in switching
from other providers. Among consumers who
currently use a competitive wireless service plan
and would like to switch providers, the campaign
drove consideration for T-Mobile from 79% to 86%,
up seven percentage points.

Research Methodology
The objective was to measure the performance of
Mirriad Ad Units compared with the results of the
TV spot campaign.
Millward Brown and Mirriad conducted a brand
advertising effectiveness study on the live
campaign, identifying natural viewers of each
episode. The control group saw only the TV spot
advertising, and the exposed group saw episodes
with the Spot + Mirriad embeds.
Percent point increase exposed group vs control
group. Sample: 434 control/254 exposed, online
survey, November 2018.

Campaign Delivery
The campaign delivered 309 TV spot GRPs across
21 ad units and 30 TV spot + Mirriad GRPs across
21 ad units to Hispanic adults 18 to 49.

Learn more about Mirriad’s award-winning advertising solution at mirriad.com

